A Guide To Selecting The Right Bunker Sand For Your Course
By Brian Whitlark, agronomist, West Region

Selecting a bunker sand that is best suited to your specific needs is critical to producing and maintaining quality playing conditions and maximizing bunker longevity. The two properties of bunker sand that will most influence performance are particle size distribution and sand shape. Factors such as drainage, cost, vulnerability to wind and water erosion, crusting potential, chemical stability, and color all require consideration as well. This article summarizes nine key bunker sand characteristics, provides practical sand selection guidelines, and answers a few frequently asked questions about bunker sand.
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Multimedia Content

Fore The Golfer Video
Digging Into Bunker Consistency
Maintaining consistent playability in all the bunkers on a golf course is impossible because of the variables involved. However, there are techniques that superintendents use to help bunkers play more uniformly.

Watch Video

Fore The Golfer Video
Smart Bunker Maintenance
With maintenance departments stretched thin and budgets tight, superintendents are using various techniques to reduce the time and money spent maintaining bunkers so they can focus those resources on other areas.

Watch Video

Next On The Tee
Fore The Golfer
Golf Course Renovation Enhances Community Asset

Improved architecture, better playing conditions, and enhanced stormwater management are just a few key components of the renovations at Charleston Municipal Golf Course.
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Why Do Golf Courses Need Cart Paths?

While cart paths may not be anyone's favorite part of a golf course, they serve many important functions. Access, drainage, and guidance are just a few key roles paths play.

Read More

Industry Announcement

Remembering William H. Bengeyfield

William H. (Bill) Bengeyfield, former USGA Green Section agronomist and national director, passed away earlier this week at the age of 97. Bill had a far-reaching impact on the golf industry and served as a Green Section staff member from 1955 to 1978 and again from 1981 until 1990.

Read More

USGA COVID-19 Resource Center

USGA COVID-19 Resources

The USGA is committed to working collaboratively with organizations across the industry to lead the responsible return and continued operation of golf during the COVID-19 pandemic. The USGA COVID-19 Resource Center provides useful information for everyone within the golf community.

Learn More

Regional Updates
West Region

Creating a long-range capital plan does wonders for helping superintendents present a well-thought-out road map for future investments.

Northeast Region

Courses have turned to triplex mowing to help improve efficiency during this tough time. These tips can help you manage common concerns.

Central Region

With warm weather bringing rapid turf growth, many courses have begun implementing surface management techniques like circle mowing to improve turf consistency.

Southeast Region

The first step in attracting more talent to the golf course maintenance industry is raising awareness about the career opportunities and benefits available.
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